IMMERSIVEWARE
Stay focused anytime, anywhere.

To learn more, please visit us at: plantronics.com
Whether you are looking for a business solution or a personal solution, choose your area of interest below and see what products we recommend. And do not forget to get more out of your headset experience by exploring our latest software solutions.
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For more information, and to view our full suite of products and solutions, visit: plantronics.com
Office
Work is rarely the zen-like, quiet place we want it to be. Noise and distractions are everywhere, from outside traffic to nearby conversations. Plantronics technology can selectively block distractions and be customized to keep you productive, efficient, and happily in the zone.

VOYAGER 8200 UC
• Dual-mode active noise canceling (ANC) lets you choose your preferred noise-reduction level
• Dual-paired omni-directional microphones minimizes background noise
• Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
• Pair up to eight devices and stay connected to two simultaneously
• Roam freely, with a range of up to 30 m/98 ft

COLOR OPTIONS
White
P/N: XXXXX-XX
Black
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Carrying Case

VOYAGER FOCUS UC
• Active noise canceling (ANC) helps block sounds in loud environments
• Three precisely tuned microphones and enhanced noise canceling, optimize voice and minimize background noise
• Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
• Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
• OpenMic button allows you to hear your surroundings when needed

COLOR OPTIONS
White
P/N: XXXXX-XX
Black
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Integrated Docking Stand
VOYAGER 5200 SERIES

- Choose the UC version to connect to PC via USB; includes portable charging case
- Four adaptive microphones reduce background noise
- Six layers of WindSmart technology ensure voice sounds clear
- Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
- Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
- Announces caller name with voice answer/ignore option

VOYAGER 5200 P/N: XXXXX-XX
VOYAGER 5200 UC P/N: XXXXX-XX

VOYAGER 6200 UC

- Four omni-directional microphones transmit your voice clearly without a boom
- On-demand active and passive noise canceling
- Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
- Neckband vibrates to notify you of incoming calls and alerts from applications

VOYAGER 3200 SERIES

- Choose the UC version to connect to PC via USB; includes portable charging case
- Four adaptive microphones reduce background noise
- Six layers of WindSmart technology ensure voice sounds clear
- Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
- Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
- Announces caller name with voice answer/ignore option

VOYAGER 3200 P/N: XXXXX-XX

VOYAGER LEGEND CS

- Three mics for optimal noise cancellation
- Manage desk phone call up to 10 m/33 ft headset base
- Manage mobile calls anywhere via Bluetooth technology
- Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off

VOYAGER LEGEND CS P/N: XXXXX-XX
SAVI 700 SERIES
- Manage PC, desk phone, and mobile calls up to 120 m/390 ft from your desk
- Lightest DECT headset on the market offers unlimited talk time with hot-swappable battery*
- Conference in up to three additional headsets and participants can continue through multiple calls
- Keep calls and information safe and secure with the latest DECT security certification

*Savi 740/745 only, unlimited talk time kit with hot-swappable battery is included with Savi 745 and available as an accessory for Savi 740, both versions come with three wearing styles.

SAVI 400 SERIES
- Manage PC voice communications with up to 90 m/300 ft of wireless range
- Lightest DECT™ headset on the market offers unlimited talk time with hot-swappable battery*
- Conference in up to three additional headsets and participants can continue through multiple calls
- Keep calls and information safe and secure with the latest DECT security certification

*Savi 440/445 only, unlimited talk time kit with hot-swappable battery is included with Savi 745 and available as an accessory for Savi 740

CS500 SERIES
- DECT wireless headset system for desk phone communication
- Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
- Keep calls and information safe and secure with the latest DECT safety certification

*Calisto 620 only

CALISTO 600 SERIES
- Bi-directional microphones activate in the direction of speaker’s voice to cancel background noise*
- Improves meeting productivity by reducing echo, cut-outs, and background noise
- Compact and portable for on-the-go use with included carrying case

*Calisto 620 only

CS530
Savi 445
P/N: XXXXX-XX

CS520
Savi 440
P/N: XXXXX-XX

CS510
Savi 430
P/N: XXXXX-XX

CS540
Savi 420
P/N: XXXXX-XX

CS540
Savi 410
P/N: XXXXX-XX

CS540
Savi 400
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 740
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 730
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 710
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 712
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 745
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 740
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 730
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 710
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 720
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 710
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 720
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 745
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 740
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 730
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 730
P/N: XXXXX-XX

Savi 712
P/N: XXXXX-XX
ENCOREPRO 500/700 USB SERIES
• Simple, intuitive inline controls to answer/end, mute, and control volume
• Super lightweight, robust design, and soft, audio-optimized ear cushions provide all-day comfort
• Unique, adjustable boom ensures precise positioning and enables optimal noise cancellation
• SoundGuard and SoundGuard DIGITAL provide hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

BLACKWIRE 725
• Active noise canceling (ANC) helps block out sounds in noisy environments
• Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
• Dynamic EQ feature automatically adjusts audio for voice and multimedia use
• Includes carrying case for use on-the-go

BLACKWIRE 710/720
• Simple USB connectivity to PC; Bluetooth connectivity to mobile phone or tablet
• Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
• Dynamic EQ feature automatically adjusts audio for voice and multimedia use
• Includes carrying case for use on-the-go

BLACKWIRE 5200 SERIES
• All models are available with 3.5 mm connectivity and you can choose USB or USB-C
• Intuitive inline controls to answer/end calls, control volume, and mute
• Dynamic EQ feature automatically adjusts audio for voice and multimedia use
• Includes carrying case for use on-the-go
BLACKWIRE 3200 SERIES

- Variants offer USB or USB-C
- Intuitive inline controls to answer/end calls, control volume, and mute
- Lightweight metal headband offers durability and a customizable, comfortable fit
- 3.5 mm connectivity for mobile devices, leatherette ear cushions fold flat for portability with included carrying case*

BLACKWIRE 435

- Noise-canceling microphone filters out background noise
- Convertible headset provides mono or stereo wearing options
- Intuitive inline controls to answer/end calls, control volume, and mute
- Includes carrying case for use on-the-go

*Blackwire 3215/3225 only

HABITAT SOUNDSCAPING

Create an intelligent, multisensory experience using sight, sound, and science to reduce distractions and bridge the gap between nature and the workplace.

For more information:
habitat.plantronics.com
Mobile
With a Plantronics headset, a morning commute can become the most productive time of the day, offices can be anywhere, and private conversations can happen in the most public places.

VOYAGER 8200 UC
- Dual-mode active noise canceling (ANC) lets you choose your preferred noise-reduction level
- Dual-paired omni-directional microphones minimizes background noise
- Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
- Pair up to eight devices and stay connected to two simultaneously
- Roam freely, with a range of up to 30 m/98 ft

COLOR OPTIONS
- White
- Black

Carrying Case

VOYAGER 6200 UC
- Four omni-directional microphones transmit your voice clearly without a boom
- On-demand active and passive noise canceling
- Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
- Neckband vibrates to notify you of incoming calls and alerts from applications

COLOR OPTIONS
- Black
- Sand
VOYAGER 5200 SERIES
• Active noise canceling (ANC) helps block sounds in loud environments
• Three precisely tuned microphones and enhanced noise canceling, optimize voice and minimize background noise
• Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
• Smart sensors answer calls by putting on the headset and mute calls or pause music by taking it off
• OpenMic button allows you to hear your surroundings when needed

VOYAGER 3200 SERIES
• Precision tuned triple-mic with enhanced DSP for superior noise cancellation
• Smart sensors answer a call when the headset is put on
• Connects to laptops via USB adapter, Bluetooth-enabled desk phones, mobile phones, and tablets
• Dynamic Mute Alert feature alerts when you talk while muted
• Announces caller name with voice answer/ignore option
• SoundGuard® technology provides protection against audio spikes

VOYAGER LEGEND CS
• Manage desk phone calls up to 10 m/33 ft from headset base
• Manage mobile calls anywhere via Bluetooth technology
• Smart sensors answer a call when the headset is put on
• Three mics with enhanced digital signal processing (DSP) for optimal noise cancellation

CALISTO 600 SERIES
• Wireless connectivity to PC, smartphone, and tablet, so you can take your conversation anywhere*
• Bi-directional microphones activate in the direction of speaker’s voice to cancel background noise*
• Plug-and-play USB connection transforms PC or Mac into wideband audio speakerphone
• Improves meeting productivity by reducing echo, cut-outs, and background noise
• Compact and portable for on-the-go use with included carrying case

*Calisto 620 only
BACKBEAT PRO 2
• Immersive, high-res sound
• On-demand active noise canceling (ANC)
• Up to 24 hours of continuous wireless streaming
• Stream up to 100 m/330 ft from Class 1 Bluetooth® devices
• High fidelity USB Bluetooth adapter and travel sleeve

BACKBEAT FIT 500 SERIES
• Up to 18 hours of wireless listening and talk time on a single charge
• Comfortable memory foam earcups help isolate sound
• Sweat-resistant protection from P2i military-grade nano-coating
• 40 mm drivers and advanced acoustic technology provide premium audio
• Easy access on-ear controls for calls and music

COLOR OPTIONS
Teal
P/N: XXXXX-XX

NEW
Black
P/N: XXXXX-XX

COLOR OPTIONS
Deep Blue
P/N: XXXXX-XX

NEW
White
P/N: XXXXX-XX

NEW
Grey
P/N: XXXXX-XX

NEW
Dark Grey
P/N: XXXXX-XX
Customer Service
Customer service centers are no longer just places to solve problems; they're proving grounds for your brand. Every call builds a relationship, and every conversation upholds a reputation. Thanks to all day comfort and superior noise-canceling technology our products provide, every customer service representative's voice is the clear, natural, human side of your brand shining through.

ENCOREPRO 500 DIGITAL SERIES
• Reports digital serial number to Plantronics Hub and Plantronics Manager Pro software subscription service to streamline inventory management
• Super-lightweight, robust design and soft, audio-optimized ear cushions provide all-day comfort
• Flexible noise-canceling boom with visual positioning guides
• Quick Disconnect feature provides walkaway convenience
• SoundGuard provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

*EncorePro 500 Digital Series requires DA90 USB audio processor to connect to PC

ENCOREPRO 700 DIGITAL SERIES
• Reports digital serial number to Plantronics Hub and Plantronics Manager Pro software subscription service to streamline inventory management
• Conveniently situated boom stays clear of user’s peripheral vision
• Premium nylon composite materials provide an ultra-lightweight design
• Quick Disconnect feature provides walkaway convenience
• SoundGuard Digital provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

*EncorePro 700 Digital Series requires DIN90 USB audio processor to connect to PC
ENCOREPRO 700 SERIES
- Simple, intuitive inline controls to answer/end, mute, and control volume
- Premium nylon composite materials provide an ultra-lightweight design
- Flexible noise-canceling boom with visual positioning guides ensures precise positioning
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning and enables optimal noise cancellation
- SoundGuard DIGITAL provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort
- Requires additional audio processor or cable to connect to PC or desk phone

ENCOREPRO 500 SERIES
- Simple, intuitive inline controls to answer/end, mute, and control volume
- Flexible noise-canceling boom with visual positioning guides ensures precise positioning
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning and enables optimal noise cancellation
- SoundGuard DIGITAL provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

ENCOREPRO 540
- Includes three comfortable and lightweight wearing styles in one
- Unique C-clip design for easy change of style
- Flexible boom for optimal positioning and noise canceling
- SoundGuard provides hearing protection against spikes for listening comfort

ENCOREPRO 700 USB SERIES
- Simple, intuitive inline controls to answer/end, mute, and control volume
- Flexible noise-canceling boom with visual positioning guides ensures precise positioning
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning and enables optimal noise cancellation
- SoundGuard DIGITAL provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

ENCOREPRO 500 USB SERIES
- Simple, intuitive inline controls to answer/end, mute, and control volume
- Flexible noise-canceling boom with visual positioning guides ensures precise positioning
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning and enables optimal noise cancellation
- SoundGuard DIGITAL provides hearing protection against audio spikes for listening comfort

*Requires additional audio processor or cable to connect to PC or desk phone
SAVI 700 SERIES

• Manage PC, desk phone, and mobile calls up to 120 m/350 ft from your desk
• Lightest DECT headset on the market offers unlimited talk time with hot-swappable battery*
• Conference in up to three additional headsets and participants can continue through multiple calls
• Keep calls and information safe and secure with the latest DECT security certification

ENCOREPRO 530

• Super lightweight, robust design
• Flexible boom for optimal boom positioning and noise canceling
• SoundGuard provides hearing protection against spikes for listening comfort

ENCOREPRO 510/520

• Aircraft-grade aluminum joints and unibody boom construction for maximum robustness
• Adjustable fit for all day comfort
• Bendable boom with visual and tactile positioning enables precise microphone positioning
• Custom noise-canceling microphone
• SoundGuard provides hearing protection against spikes for listening comfort

CS500 SERIES

• DECT wireless headset system for desk phone communication
• One-touch call answer/end, volume +/-, and mute
• Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
• Keep calls and information private with the latest DECT security certification

*Requires additional audio processor or cable to connect to PC or desk phone

*Requires additional audio processor or cable to connect to PC or desk phone

*Savi 740/745 only, unlimited talk time kit with hot-swappable battery is included with Savi 745 and available as an accessory for Savi 740, both versions come with three wearing styles

Savi 740 P/N: XXXX-XX
Savi 730 P/N: XXXX-XX
Savi 710 P/N: XXXX-XX
Savi 720 P/N: XXXX-XX
Savi 745 P/N: XXXX-XX

EncorePro 510 P/N: XXXX-XX
EncorePro 520 P/N: XXXX-XX

CS540 P/N: XXXX-XX
CS530 P/N: XXXX-XX
CS520 P/N: XXXX-XX
CS510 P/N: XXXX-XX
A10 DIRECT CONNECT CABLE

- Connects any Plantronics Quick Disconnect-equipped headset to a headset-ready desk phone
- Extremely clear sound quality and superior reliability

DA SERIES USB AUDIO PROCESSOR

- USB audio processor that connects QD equipped headsets to PC
- Remotely monitor and maintain audio devices using Plantronics Manager Pro software subscription service
- Acoustic exposure algorithms help meet local regulations
- Superior noise and echo cancellation allow for clearer conversations
- Quick Disconnect (QD) provides walkaway convenience

VISTA AUDIO PROCESSORS

- Delivers clear, accurate audio, and SoundGuard Plus hearing protection, and eliminate high level sudden noises for customer service centers and offices
- VistaPlus APS is ideal for noisy environments that require the highest audio accuracy
- Vista M22 improves call quality in standard environments and optimizes wideband VoIP performance

Vista M22
P/N: XXXXX-XX

VistaPlus APS
P/N: XXXXX-XX

VistaPlus APS
P/N: XXXXX-XX

VistaPlus APS
P/N: XXXXX-XX

DA80
P/N: XXXXX-XX

DA90
P/N: XXXXX-XX

DA10
P/N: XXXXX-XX
Software and Services

At Plantronics, we have always provided unparalleled communication solutions. Now we provide information to take those solutions farther with our cloud-based software designed to help IT departments better manage their Plantronics products, while delivering valuable insights.

**PLANTRONICS MANAGER PRO**
- Capture detailed inventory tracking, check softphone and firmware versions, and detect potential known conflicts before they happen
- Generate insights to gauge headset adoption and understand usage patterns to help identify potential training opportunities across the organization
- Improve the adoption of voice applications by capturing details such as the percentage of speech on each side of the call, the amounts of silence and over-talk
- Ensure employee safety and compliance with regulations using data provided by Acoustic Analysis

**PLANTRONICS MANAGER**
- Deploy device firmware upgrades
- Enable or disable device settings according to company policy or for regulatory compliance
- Monitor Plantronics device settings and firmware updates
PLANTRONICS HUB (DESKTOP)

• Enable device-level call control with call answer/end, mute, and volume adjust
• Access intuitive user features such as visible mute status, battery status, and mute control
• Customize device settings

PLANTRONICS HUB (MOBILE)

• Use Find MyHeadset to locate your misplaced headset
• Customize device settings
• Manage smart sensor options
• Explore headset features
Music and Entertainment

Music is more than just a beat to keep in the background. It is a tune you are inspired by, a voice to carry you away, a melody you remember forever. And now you can enjoy all the music you love, with none of the compromises: no tangled cords, no restricting wires, no lo-fi earbud sound. Just an incredible audio experience and the freedom to take it anywhere. (3.5 mm)

BACKBEAT PRO 2
• Immersive, high-res sound
• On-demand active noise canceling (ANC)
• Up to 24 hours of continuous wireless streaming
• Stream up to 100 m/330 ft from Class 1 Bluetooth® devices
• Durable nylon travel sleeve (BackBeat PRO 2) and rigid travel case (BackBeat PRO 2 SE) protects headphones

BACKBEAT 500 SERIES
• Up to 18 hours of listening and talk time on a single charge
• Comfortable memory foam ear cushions help isolate sound
• Stream up to 10 m/33 feet from Bluetooth-compatible devices
• 40 mm drivers and advanced acoustic technology provide premium audio
• Take calls with a wideband-enabled mic and access Siri, Google Now, or Cortana straight from the headphones
• Easy access on-ear controls for calls and music

COLOR OPTIONS
- White P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Dark Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX

Travel sleeve and cables

New
BACKBEAT FIT 300 SERIES
• Patent-pending secure-fit eartips and 2-in-1 cable clip
• Comfortable all-day wear with ultra-lightweight design
• Sweatproof P2i coating and IPx5-rated water-resistant protection
• 6 mm drivers and occlusive eartip design blocks out noise and delivers deep, rich sound
• Portable and discreet form factor sits flush in your ear
• Up to six hours of wireless listening on a single charge and a full hour with a 15-minute quick charge

COLOR OPTIONS
- Dark Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Coral P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Lime Green P/N: XXXXX-XX

BACKBEAT FIT 500 SERIES
• Up to 18 hours of wireless listening and talk time on a single charge
• Comfortable memory foam earcups help isolate sound
• Sweat-resistant protection from P2i military-grade nano-coating
• 40 mm drivers and advanced acoustic technology provide premium audio
• Easy access on-ear controls for calls and music

COLOR OPTIONS
- Teal P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black P/N: XXXXX-XX

New
COLOR OPTIONS
- Power Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black Core P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Fuchsia P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Sport Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Stealth Green P/N: XXXXX-XX

BACKBEAT FIT TRAINING EDITION
• Stable and comfortable for every workout level, with a flexible neckband
• Waterproof design that meets the IP57 rating plus sweatproof nanocoating
• Unlimited access to 12 workouts on the PEAR Personal Coach App* and a 6-month Membership to PEAR*
• Easy-access on-ear controls for calls and music
• Open eartip design keeps you aware of your surroundings
• Listen for up to eight hours on a single charge or for a full hour with a 15-minute quick charge

*Subject to PEAR Sports terms and requirements

COLOR OPTIONS
- Power Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black Core P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Sport Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX

New
COLOR OPTIONS
- Power Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black Core P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Sport Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Fuchsia P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Stealth Green P/N: XXXXX-XX

BACKBEAT FIT BOOST EDITION
• Stable and comfortable for every workout level, with a flexible neckband
• Waterproof design that meets the IP57 rating plus sweatproof nanocoating
• Listen for up to eight hours on a single charge or for a full hour with a 15-minute quick charge
• Water-resistant, quick-drying charging pouch provides up to 10 additional hours of power
• Unlimited access to 12 workouts on the PEAR Personal Coach App* and a 6-month Membership to PEAR*
• Easy-access on-ear controls for calls and music
• Open eartip design keeps you aware of your surroundings

*Subject to PEAR Sports terms and requirements

COLOR OPTIONS
- Power Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black Core P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Sport Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX

New
COLOR OPTIONS
- Power Blue P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Black Core P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Sport Grey P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Fuchsia P/N: XXXXX-XX
- Stealth Green P/N: XXXXX-XX

NEW
Gear up and elevate your game with a tournament-inspired RIG headset. Experience the comfort and audio clarity that professional players demand for heightened focus and game endurance.

RIG 400LX
• Dolby Atmos® for Headphones prepaid activation code included*
• Three EQ settings boost bass, mid-range and high frequencies
• Dual-wheel analog controls let you adjust master volume and game/chat balance
• Lightweight, flexible, and durable headset frame
• Sound-isolating earcups, with memory foam, block out noise and keep you focused

*Rig Atmos® requires an Xbox One or Windows 10 compatible device, and a Microsoft account and login. Activation for one device only.

RIG 100HX
• Lightweight, adjustable frame
• Full range 40 mm driver
• Exoskeleton open earcup design
• Memory foam headband and ear cushion
• Rotating boom mic
RIG 600LX

- Dolby Atmos® forHeadphones prepaid activation code included*
- Three EQ settings boost bass, mid-range and high frequencies
- Dual-wheel analog controls let you adjust master volume and game/chat balance
- Connect any auxiliary 3.5 mm stereo source to add in music while gaming
- High-fidelity, 40 mm drivers balance distortion-free bass with vibrant mids and treble

*Rig Atmos® requires an Xbox One or Windows 10 compatible device, and a Microsoft account and login Activation for one device only.

RIG 800LX

- Dolby Atmos® forHeadphones prepaid activation code included*
- Up to 24 hours of battery life and quick charge provides up to 1.5 hours of gaming per 30-minute charge
- Lag-free, digital wireless audio with a 10 m/35 ft range from the wireless base for Xbox One
- Dynamic 40 mm drivers matched with passive resonators
- Lightweight, flexible, and durable headset frame

*Rig Atmos® requires an Xbox One or Windows 10 compatible device, and a Microsoft account and login Activation for one device only.

RIG 100HS

- Lightweight, adjustable frame
- Full range 40 mm driver
- Exoskeleton open earcup design
- Memory foam headband and ear cushions
- Rotating boom mic

RIG 400

- Lightweight, flexible, and durable the headset frame
- Sound-isolating earcups, with memory foam, block out noise
- 40 mm, high-sensitivity drivers deliver crisp, powerful sound
- Inline controls let you easily adjust game volume and mute your mic without using on-screen menus
- Removable noise-canceling mic

P/N: XXXXXX-XX

P/N: XXXXXX-XX

P/N: XXXXXX-XX

P/N: XXXXXX-XX
RIG 4VR
• Designed for use with PlayStation VR and PS4
• Accurate positional audio tuned for VR gaming
• Oval earcups fit comfortably with VR displays
• Slim, lightweight design with a cushioned headband and perforated, breathable materials

RIG 800HD
• Dolby Atmos® for Headphones prepaid activation code included
• Up to 24 hours of battery life and quick charge provides up to 1.5 hours of gaming per 30-minute charge
• Lag-free, digital wireless audio with a 10 m range from the wireless base for Windows
• Dynamic 40 mm drivers matched with passive resonators
• Isolating earcups block out noise

RIG 800HS
• Up to 24 hours of battery life and quick charge provides up to 1.5 hours of gaming per 30-minute charge
• Lag-free, digital wireless audio with a 10 m/35 ft range from the wireless base for PlayStation 4
• Dynamic 40 mm drivers matched with passive resonators
• Isolating earcups block out noise

RIG 600
• High-fidelity, 40 mm drivers balance distortion-free bass with vibrant mids and treble
• Noise-canceling boom mic with inline controls
• Slim, lightweight design with a cushioned headband and perforated, breathable materials
• Sound-isolating earcups block out noise

*“Dolby Atmos” requires an Xbox One or Windows 10 compatible device, and a Microsoft account and login. Activation for one device only.

P/N: XXXXX-XX
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>First words from the moon spoken through a Plantronics headset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Pacific Plantronics is incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>FreeHand, an ultra-lightweight in-the-ear headset, is introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Digitally enhanced USB headsets for the PC and Mac are introduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>CS50 brings wireless freedom to the office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Savi 700 unifies PC and desk phone communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Contextual intelligence introduced with Voyager PRO UC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Plantronics Mexico celebrates 40 years in Tijuana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Contextual intelligence expanded in Voyager and Blackwire Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Voyager Edge blends contextual intelligence and minimalist design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Voyager Focus UC brings together UC, context, wireless, and Active Noise Cancellation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Plantronics introduces Plantronics Manager Pro SaaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Plantronics unveils Habitat Soundscaping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Timeline**

- 1969: First words from the moon spoken through a Plantronics headset
- 1961: Pacific Plantronics is incorporated
- 1995: FreeHand, an ultra-lightweight in-the-ear headset, is introduced
- 2000: Digitally enhanced USB headsets for the PC and Mac are introduced
- 2003: CS50 brings wireless freedom to the office
- 2009: Savi 700 unifies PC and desk phone communications
- 2011: Contextual intelligence introduced with Voyager PRO UC
- 2012: Plantronics Mexico celebrates 40 years in Tijuana
- 2013: Contextual intelligence expanded in Voyager and Blackwire Families
- 2014: Voyager Edge blends contextual intelligence and minimalist design
- 2015: Voyager Focus UC brings together UC, context, wireless, and Active Noise Cancellation
- 2016: Plantronics introduces Plantronics Manager Pro SaaS
- 2017: Plantronics unveils Habitat Soundscaping
Plantronics Customer Care
One global team, one unified service experience

Our customers depend on our headsets day in and day out. We know that. That’s why when there’s a problem with our products or a question about how to use them, we have tools and resources to support you 24/7.

Because we hire and train all our customer service associates, you can expect consistent and personalized service anywhere around the globe, with local language support from one of seven customer service centers. We’ll work with you on your terms and your schedule to resolve issues and get you back to full productivity.

Visit our Technical Assistance Center online:
plantronics.com/contactsupport